In vitro and in vivo performance of a multiparticulate pulsatile drug delivery system.
The objective of this study was to investigate the in vitro and in vivo drug release performance of a rupturable multiparticulate pulsatile system, coated with aqueous polymer dispersion Aquacoat ECD. Acetaminophen was used as a model drug, because in vivo performance can be monitored by measuring its concentration in saliva. Drug release was typical pulsatile, characterized by lag time, followed by fast drug release. Increasing the coating level of outer membrane lag time was clearly delayed. In vitro the lag time in 0.1 N HCl was longer, compared to phosphate buffer pH 7.4 because of ionisable ingredients present in the formulation (crosscarmelose sodium and sodium dodecyl sulphate). In vitro release was also longer in medium with higher ion concentration (0.9% NaCl solution compared to purified water); but independent of paddle rotation speed (50 vs.100 rpm). Macroscopically observation of the pellets during release experiment confirms that the rupturing of outer membrane was the main trigger for the onset of release. At the end of release outer membrane of all pellets was destructed and the content completely released. However, pellets with higher coating level and correspondingly longer lag time showed decreased bioavailability of acetaminophen. This phenomenon was described previously and explained by decreased liquid flow in the lower part of intestine. This disadvantage can be considered as a limitation for drugs (like acetaminophen) with high dose and moderate solubility; however, it should not diminish performance of the investigated system in principle.